contact information: telephone(s) _______________________________ email ____________________________________
bride’s full name ________________________________________________________________________________________
groom ’s full name ______________________________________________________________________________________
date & time of day of the ceremony _________________________________________________________________________
place of wedding (just city & state) __________________________________________________________________________
hebrew names: VERY IMPO RTANT, PLEASE READ: write it in hebrew if you know it. if not, don’t worry about the
spelling in english as it will be written in hebrew, just write it as it sounds. for the parents, I will only need the first part of the name,
before ben or bat and I do not use last names. the parents names only appear in the hebrew. if someone doesn’t have a hebrew
name, just write their english first name, NO LAST NAMES and I will transliterate it (write it in hebrew letters).
_____________________________ ve ___________________________________ bat ___________________________
mother (living Y N)

father (living Y N) (cohen or levi or israel)

bride

_____________________________ ve ___________________________________ ben ___________________________
mother (living Y N )

father (living Y N) (cohen or levi or israel)

groom

circle one for each of the following:
design:

just text

beloved

pomegranates
text:

informal/interfaith

informal english
size:

garden

inks

yemenite

4 seasons

momoyama

branches

formal/reform

conservative

falling blossoms

rothko _________

informal 2 paragraph

conservative w. english

standard

papers

orthodox w. english

alhambra

untitled #___
formal 2 paragraph
orthodox

custom

small

gold leaf design accents (not rothko or untitled)? ($75)

yes

no

signatures: 2 witnesses, bride and groom are included with the reform & conservative with english texts, 2 witnesses for
conservative and orthodox texts. if you’d like the officiant to sign or more than 2 witnesses, please indicate below.
more than 2 more lines is an extra $25.
rabbi

cantor

officiant

other____________________

or

number of extra witnesses_______________

shipping information: (shipping will be via Fedex & requires signature)

or circle here for pickup at my studio

name __________________ address ______________________________________ phone____________________
for orthodox & conservative texts only:
is the bride’s father living?
yes
no
has the bride been married before?
no
divorce
is the bride a convert?
yes
no

widow

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
tel. 212 477 3840
fax 212 253 0156
steph@theketubah.com

